
***english***
Call for a demonstration
Come  on  24th February  2018 to  the  colourful  „Hasi  bleibt- Freiräume verteidigen-
demonstration (“Hasi stays-Let’s defend free spaces”-demonstration)

and invate all your friends and the whole family as well!

Beginning: 15:00 o’clock
Meeting point: Marktplatz Halle (Saale)

On 5th January 2016, activists were squatting a building in Hafenstr. 7, which has been empty for 10 years. 
Within two years it  developed to a sub-cultural  centre in  Halle  as a permanent space without  racism, 

facism, sexism, homophobia or antisemitism.
Educational events and construction days take place in a continuously self-organised and uncommercial 
context.  Where empty space became a ruin gradually,  it  is  nowadays used as  meeting point  also for 
families  and  refugees,  you  can  find  sports  groups,  do-it-yourself-workshops,  a  theatre  group  with 
amphitheatre, people to cook together, a free shop, a big garten, small library and much more.
On 31st January 2018, the contract for using the space expired – the project is in threat of eviction which 
would mean the end for all activities. The alternative places which where offered to Hasi for relocation are 
not an option because of several reasons.
The Hafenstr. 7 is getting more and more interesting for investors - the Hasi should be replaced by luxury 
flats in concrete blocks. This can be prevented still !
 
We demand the land lord (HWG) to stop any eviction plans and enable the continuation of a diverse 
volunteer work in Hasi.
We demand that the fractions of the city council consent to selling the house to the supporting association 
for not losing this benefit for the city of Halle.
We demand a participatory and sustainable municipal policy which follows the needs of citizens instead of 
the companies and their profit interest.
 
We solidarise with all who fight for a city for everybody! We solidarise with all who fight against increases 
in rent, actions of eviction and displacement in the urban space !
 

Come  with  us  to  Marktplatz  Halle  (Saale)  on  24th  February  2018  and  shout  out  loudly, 
colourful and determined: „HASI BLEIBT !“ (Hasi stays)
 

Please consider: Do not bring flags of political parties along- this is not a pre-election campaign. 


